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About MAD

We are MAD. 

 

We are a leading consulting firm with an expertise spanning

10 years and a multi-cultural team of 40 consultants, uniquely

positioned to enable the luxury sector, its  ‘maisons’ and

people, to shine to their full potential in the Client Age. 

 

Founded in 2009 as the perfect alliance between luxury

executives and consulting experts, MAD was  built on the

conviction that the constant evolution of the luxury clientele

creates unprecedented and enthralling challenges.

 

To address the required transformation, MAD delivers

bespoke strategic and operational expertise with an agile and

collaborative model.

 

Our holistic capabilities portfolio combines  strategy and

organization via MAD Strategy, executive search via MAD

Talent and transformation learning via MAD Academy  to

secure that the projects we lead are deeply implemented.  

 

Our clients include leading global luxury groups, independent

‘maisons’, private equity funds as well as start-ups.  

 

We are proud of our international culture combining a global

perspective with deep regional  understandings of the luxury

sector, with a specific focus on China, where

we collaborate with both international ‘maisons’ and leading

local luxury retailers. 

 

Will you be MAD with us?  
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We exist to enable

the luxury sector,

its 'maisons' and

people to shine to

their full potential

in the Client Age. 
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1. Introduction

T

 

Over the last decade, China has been experiencing

an unprecedented digital shift.  Embodied by the

digital natives, Millennials and Gen Z, the digital

culture is now fully integrated into the Chinese way

of life. These two generations, in comparison to that

of their parents, are better informed and more

demanding with authenticity and efficiency as their

main shopping drivers.

 

Chinese clientele represent one third of the total

expenditure in luxury segments worldwide, making

the population the most important clients of luxury

goods, with a growing domestic consumption

expected to double in the upcoming years.

 

MAD has been working with one of the leading

luxury retailers in China for 7 years and has

developed strong knowledge of the market which is

facing important transformations within digital and

social areas.

Our conviction is that for Western luxury brands,

cultural fluency is much more important than

language fluency, and therefore being fluent in

Chinese digital culture is paramount if they want to

engage with the Chinese population.

That is the reason why we see an acceleration in

luxury brands implementing everything that is

necessary to be in line with Chinese digital

expectations, establishing strategic partnerships

and investing considerable amounts of money to

keep up with the latest digital trends in China. 

 

To understand how this Chinese digital revolution

impacts luxury brands, we will address 3 main

topics:

 

/ The Chinese digital culture: from a digitally-savvy to

a digitally-obsessed way of life and ecosystem. 

/ Online transactions in China: from e-commerce to

m-commerce to s-commerce.

/ ‘New Retail’: from multi-channel to omni-channel

to no-channel. 

"Being fluent in Chinese

digital culture is

paramount for Western

luxury brands"

Introduction
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2. The Chinese Digital Culture
From a digitally-savvy to a digitally-obsessed ecosystem

T

 

Recent years have seen a stellar increase in the

number of netizens in China: in 2018, there were more

than 800 million, a 36% increase over a five year

period*.  Internet consumption is mostly driven by

young people, with the 10-39 age bracket representing

70% of the total number of netizens**

 

/ Why is digital literally part of the Chinese way of life?

 

 

Chinese people wholeheartedly embrace digital

because they have great confidence and an inherent

trust in digital technology, and therefore are more

comfortable in sharing their personal data.***

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In China, not only can digital answer almost all

the needs from real life, to entertainment or

lifestyle, it also provides various platforms for

people to socialize and express themselves. All

of these result in the Chinese netizens spending

far more time online than their peers in the rest

of the world. For instance, Chinese citizens

spent on average 27 hours a week vs. 18 hours in

France.

 

/ What does the digital ecosystem look like ?

 

The Chinese digital ecosystem is clustered

around 3 giants dominating the different

submarkets: the BAT : Baidu – Alibaba – Tencent. 

 

"In China people have

great confidence in

digital technology"

Reference:

*  China Internet Network Information Center 2018 (CINIC)

** Baromètre du Numérique, 2016 CREDOC

*** Digital Society Index 2018, Dentsu Aegis Network

   Digital Culture
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The BAT do not settle for their leading position, but

they consolidate it by building, investing, and

acquiring firms to further develop the Chinese digital

ecosystem.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All in all, half of top Chinese startups are connected to

the BAT, either because they were founded by BAT

or BAT alumni, or because they receive funding from

them.

 

Yet, as China’s digital landscape matures and

evolves from a follower in digital technology to a

strong contender challenging the next generation of

innovation and creativity, we see more and more new

players to join these established giants.

   Digital Culture

"Three giants

dominating the different

submarkets: the BAT"

Applications with the likes of Douyin - known as TikTok

internationally - and RED, with 300 million and 30

million monthly active users respectively, are examples

of rising stars with an increasingly important presence

in this ecosystem.

 

For retailers, the most striking implication of this

concentrated, yet fragmented digital ecosystem is

the phenomenon of the walled garden.

 

For example, the Alibaba and Tencent ecosystems

remain totally independent and hermetically sealed,

sometimes leaving retailers with challenging

choices in terms of strategy.  The Alipay and

Walmart China case is a good illustration: before

2018, Alipay and WeChat Pay could be used by

customers at Walmart China, but the strengthening

of ties between Walmart and JD led Walmart to

suspend Alipay mobile payments across its whole

network in China.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference: MAD Desk Research 
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/ How does the Chinese government support and

contribute to this digitally-obsessed ecosystem?  

 

The rise of the Chinese digital culture has been

supported by the Chinese government since

the  1990’s, where the best students where highly

encouraged to study IT, creating a unique digital

minded elite. Since then, the support of the

government has been permanent, allowing all

Chinese citizens to easily access an augmented

lifestyle in a country where access to culture, fashion,

goods, technology and experiences was previously

limited to the urban elite of the largest cities.

 

The Chinese government also facilitated the

development of innovations and digital technology by

deliberately delaying regulation. This ‘active inaction’

is one of the many drivers that enable giants to test

and commercialize products and services before

gaining critical mass.

 

For example, in 2005, the Alibaba Group released its

Alipay online money-transfer service, but it was only 11

years later, in 2016, that the government imposed an

online money-transfer cap.

   Digital Culture

  

 

  

Therefore, the Chinese government proactively

contributed to the digital development as

policymaker but also as investor encouraging

mass entrepreneurship and innovation through

tax deductions and state-endorsed startup

funds.

 

One of the biggest components of this Chinese

digital culture has been the stimulation of

consumerism and online shopping, which gave

rise to the A in BAT.

 

"The rise of the Chinese

digital culture has been

supported by the

Chinese government

since the 1990’s"
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3. Online Transactions in China
From e-commerce to m-commerce to s-commerce

T

 

Alibaba’s results on Singles Day 2019  was a

representative expression of the sheer magnitude of

online transactions in China. This 24-hour mega

shopping event reaped more than $38b in GMV with

an impressive double-digit growth compared to

2018. The event dwarfed Black Friday and Cyber

Monday combined. 

 

/ Why is e-commerce so significant in China?

 

E-commerce is rising at a very fast pace in the

Chinese market. By 2021, e-commerce sales are

expected to represent close to a quarter of total retail

sales in China. Of course, e-commerce penetration

varies across category, but is particularly dynamic in

Electronics, Fashion, and Beauty. 

 

As for Luxury Goods, online sales are expected to grow

rapidly as many luxury brands are now more comfortable

in selling and marketing online, taking the advantage

to capture affluent clients in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities.  

 

Apart from B2C luxury e-commerce   - JD.com’s

Toplife, recently bought by London-based Farfetch,

and its rival Tmall’s Luxury Pavilion, part of Alibaba

Holding group, other international online leaders

such as Net-a-Porter, Farfetch, and local leaders

Secoo, Mei.com, 5Lux.com  - are playing an

increasingly important role in the Chinese digital

ecosystem.  Nevertheless, top luxury brands are

favoring direct-to-consumer e-commerce through

their own websites and WeChat account/mini-program

as these channels offer the ultimate branded and

controlled experiences delivered to their Chinese

clientele.

 

 / In this context of booming online transactions, why is

mobile the indisputable winner? ?

Unsurprisingly, mobile is the #1 device for shopping

online*, and m-commerce is especially driven by

young adults, with the 26-35 age bracket

representing half of total m-consumers. More

importantly, Chinese m-consumers shop at a higher

frequency than those in physical stores or online via

desktop. And one of the key drivers of m-commerce

in China is the convenience of m-payment solutions.

 

   Online Transaction

"By 2021, e-commerce sales are expected to

represent close to a quarter of total retail sales in

China"

Reference: * Nielsen, What’s next for China’s connected consumers,  2018
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/ Why is m-commerce shifting towards a social -

centric purchase journey ?  

 

As part of their shopping experience, clients use

social media to discover products and brands,

retrieve and produce feedback, and even purchase

products leading to a prominent s-commerce

market. All in all, social media gather the 3 main

vectors of influence in purchase decisions: brand

interactions, KOL endorsements, and peer

recommendations.  Luxury brands have understood

this shift to s-commerce and have already started

to invest massively in digital marketing.

 

Over the past three years, luxury fashion brands

have doubled their marketing budgets on digital,

focusing mainly on WeChat.   Therefore, leveraging

the potential of WeChat is not an option, although it

is also crucial to stay tuned to other rising platforms

as things are moving forward very fast in China. The

transition of e-commerce to m-commerce and to

today’s s-commerce is the epitome of the power of

China's digital ecosystem.

 

S-commerce is an ecosystem on its own,

combining searching, social, shopping, payments

and more, in one place. 

 

"S-commerce is an ecosystem on its own,

combining searching, social, shopping, payment

and all in one place"

In  order for brands to be able to reap long-term

benefits, they should start with the big picture and

avoid “one-off” digital strategies that only

correspond to certain parts of this giant

ecosystem.

 

Luxury brands are experimenting with innovative

hybrid models: using  mini-programs on their official

WeChat account, creating storefronts on social e-

commerce platform RED, and increasing awareness

on Weibo and Douyin. 

 

Among the most performing luxury brands in

terms of digital competencies in China, five out of

nine are luxury Watch and Jewelry brands with

Bulgari and Cartier in leading position. Louis

Vuitton, Gucci, Coach and Burberry are the

fashion brands leading the s-commerce in 2019* .

 

Nevertheless, digital is not the be-all and end-all,

as we have seen the popular prediction from a

few years ago which stated the arrival of e-

commerce was the killer of retail which has since

then taken an interesting turn.

   Online Transaction

Reference: *Gartner L2 Digital IQ Index - Luxury China 2019



4. 'New Retail'
From multi-channel to omni-channel to no-channel

T

 

In  China, more than in any other key markets,

online permeates the client journey, and as a

result, the demand for an omni-channel

experience is growing fast.

 

/  Why is it important to adopt a no-channel

approach leading to a ‘new retail’ paradigm? 

 

Chinese consumers utterly question the old and

outdated adage saying that ‘online is the enemy

of offline, cannibalizing offline retail sales’, the

large majority of Chinese consumers consider their

online luxury purchases as complementary to their

physical retail purchases.  

 

If omni-channel is a must, it is crucial to look

beyond and see the implications of the no-

channel approach, where all channels form a

comprehensive ecosystem delivering a seamless

customer journey, with extensive services,

advanced client data and knowledge, optimized

operations and a client-centric organization.

 

The ‘new retail’ approach has been popularized in

China by Alibaba’s former chairman Jack Ma, who

considered that “pure e-commerce" will be reduced

to a traditional business and replaced by the

concept of ‘new retail’ – the integration of online,

offline, logistics, and data across a single value

chain”. Therefore, no-channelization responds to a

strong demand for a smooth and seamless purchase

journey.

 

Hema, a grocery store chain backed by Alibaba

relies on this approach, offering, for example, the

possibility to place an order with a 30-minute

delivery within 3 km radius, digital price tags

updated in real time with QR codes redirecting to

product information, easy means of payment such

as self-checkout, m-payment, or facial recognition

payment.

As for the luxury sector, Alibaba created Luxury

Pavilion , which has grown rapidly from 17 brands at

launch to 82 today. They have also developed some

online to offline initiatives such as the Valentino pop-

up store in Sanlitun with a virtual store on Luxury

Pavilion.

10

"If omni-channel is a must, it is crucial to look

beyond and see the implications of the no-

channel approach"

   New Retail
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/ What is the impact on traditional retail?  

 

The Chinese domestic luxury market continues to

grow and we expect to see it double in sales in

the next 3-5 years, but in what ways will digital

concretely impact traditional retail?

 

Despite the motto ‘experience, experience,

experience’ becoming the new ‘location, location,

location’, with 64% of Chinese consumers thinking

that it is more important than price*, challenging

retailers to go beyond the transactional dimension of

their relationship with customers  and making the

stores destinations, luxury brands and the role of

luxury shopping malls will not be radically altered

by digital, especially in Tier 1 or Tier 2 cities.

 

In  the future, we will see more and more brands

using digital platforms to widen its network,

reaching the lower tier cities and offering clients in

these cities a digital experience that is true to the

brand’s DNA. This will also allow access to

products that are not available in their cities, while

the physical stores in Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities will

continue to uphold their roles of being the true

flagships.

 

Louis Vuitton, currently operating stores across

20 cities in China, rolled out its e-commerce

services to all major cities throughout mainland

China in 2018, allowing smaller cities to benefit

from its premium delivery service and 7-day

return policy. 

 

Conversely, China’s biggest luxury e-commerce

platform Secoohad been expanding into offline with

‘lifestyle experience centers’ since 2011. Located

in Tier 1.5 cities and prime international cities,

these centers are tailored to local cultural

landscapes and offer a wide range of services

aligned with their luxury positioning (yoga,

photography, tea drinking or personal shopping).

 

   New Retail

"‘Experience,

experience, experience’

is the new ‘location,

location, location’"

Reference: *PSFK, 2017



T
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Nevertheless, the notions of new retail and no-

channelization bring also a big challenge to luxury

brands: ensuring consistency and authenticity of the

messages delivered, stories told and experiences

provided to clients in different touch points of their

journey. Through authenticity, the brands can

convey what they truly stand for and inspire

clients, help them in their self-expression, and in

turn, continuously stay relevant.

 

Listening and  making use of the vast amount of

available client data is only the first step. In such a

complex market with ever-changing behaviors and

trends, brands need to ask themselves a strategic

question about internal organization and governance. 

 

Many learnings from the past show that the

European headquarters struggle to efficiently

manage the Chinese market with the necessary

degree of sensitivity, seeing the recent "t-shirt

scandal" that touched several brands all at once.

Those considerations raise some questions

every organization should address.  What is the

right level of power allocation in this context?

Adapt the experience to the liking of the Chinese

clients, and consequently review the power

balance between West and East? Or integrate a

digital-savvy Chinese team into Western

headquarters?. 

 

The question of governance and culture will be

more and more predominant with China likely to

become the number one market for a certain

number of global luxury brands in the next years. 

 

 

 

   New Retail

 "Brands need to ask

themselves a strategic

question about internal

organization and

governance" 



4. Conclusion 
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13  Conclusion

Given the prevalence of digital in China, there is

no question that it is an absolute must have for

brands when interacting with their clients and

prospects ATAWAD. However, the speed at

which the Chinese digital ecosystem is growing

and evolving poses a particular challenge as it

creates an environment that breeds volatility.

Navigating this ecosystem is far from easy, and

luxury brands must challenge themselves to

ensure their digital activities remain relevant.

 

While digital poses specific challenges, it has

also created a boulevard of opportunity for

luxury brands to leverage data and learn more

about their clients. In an era of

hyperconsciousness and hyper-personalization,

listening to the client's voice can provide

invaluable insights on how brands are perceived

by their clients allowing them to continually

improve. In China, the digital ecosystem and

culture provide the ingredients, though it

remains in the hands of the luxury brands to

fully leverage this wealth of information.

It is no surprise that the leaders of the pack, in terms

of digital mastery in China are the local pure players

who built their business model around collecting,

analyzing and leveraging data for trend prediction,

consumer insights or AI for example.

 

Traditional luxury brands still have a long way to go

to reach this same level of digital maturity using data,

and those who  will develop a sound plan to  close

that gap will be more likely to stay one (or two)

step(s) ahead.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 "While digital poses

specific challenges, it

has also created a

boulevard of opportunity

for luxury brands" 
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